Program Overview
GRADES K–6

Every Student has the Potential to:
Grow, Discover, Engineer, & Innovate
California HMH Science Dimensions was built from the ground up
to reflect the goal of providing inclusiveness to students of different
learning levels and styles, with respect to their English learner
status, cultural and ethnic background, socioeconomic or foster
status, disability status, gender identity, and sexual orientation.

Within California HMH Science Dimensions you will find people that reflect California’s
diverse population and cultures. Individual spotlight features and integrated
discussions within lessons explore historical and contemporary contributors to science
and engineering that reflect the full range of ethnic and cultural groups in California, while
paying heed to the FAIR Education Act.

Access and Equity
• References to specific examples from California’s
different regions in the Teacher’s Unit Planner
precede each unit to help localize the learning and
foster student engagement.
• S trategies for the many diverse categories of learners
are found at point of use throughout the Teacher
Edition and include additional suggestions in the
Teacher’s Unit Planner.
•O
 nline Home Letters are included for each unit,
available in English, Spanish, Filipino/Tagalog,
Mandarin/Cantonese, Arabic, Hmong, Korean,
Punjabi, Russian, and Haitian Creole, that teachers
can send to parents and guardians.
• Tips and suggestions for supplementing the instruction
provide a Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS).
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A 12-year science educator and Albert Einstein Distinguished Fellow, Bernadine
Okoro was one of the original authors of the Next Generation Science Standards. As
a member of the Diversity and Equity Team, her focus on Alternative Education and
Community Schools and on Integrating Social-Emotional Learning and Brain-Based
Learning into NGSS is the vehicle she uses as a pathway to support underserved
groups from elementary school to adult education.

HMH Author Bernadine Okoro

Integrated ELD strategies at point of use within the Teacher
Edition ensure that teachers have the support they need to help
English learners acquire the technical and academic vocabulary
and language skills to be able to read, write, listen, and speak about
issues and concepts in science and engineering.

Instructional Support for Designated ELD
in Your Classroom
Accompanying the many tips and references for Integrating ELD
in core instruction, teachers are provided with a workbook
entitled Designated ELD in Your Science Classroom which
provides support for Designated ELD activities aligned with the
units and lessons of California HMH Science Dimensions.

Designated ELD Resources Include:
• Word Network
• Vocabulary Cards for each lesson
• Blank Vocabulary Cards for students to create their own study words
• Sentence Frames for class discussion of:
• Hands-On Labs
• Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning
• DCIs, SEPs, and CCCs
• Language X-Rays for each lesson including Vocabulary Building
support and Unpacking the Text
• Bibliography of recent research on ELD topics
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Build Student Confidence with
Authentic Hands-On Investigations
Students are more engaged and learn more meaningfully through investigative inquiry. California
HMH Science Dimensions is built on this approach. Your students will learn to conduct hands-on
investigations, define questions and objectives, make claims, and identify evidence—in short, to
take charge and fully engage in their learning!

Research, Plan, and Design with the Unit Project
The Unit Project focuses on an anchor phenomenon and is a
performance-based activity that spans multiple class periods and
incorporates many of the Three Dimensions of Learning addressed
in the unit lessons. In the Teacher Edition, color-coded labels show
how the three dimensions are incorporated into the Unit Project.

Grade 4 Teacher Edition

Investigative Phenomena Lead Every Lesson
 ach lesson begins with Can You Explain It?, an investigative
E
phenomenon — a problem to solve or discrepant event to explain.
• Provides intrinsic motivation to spark curiosity.
• Serves as the context for the three-dimensional learning.
• Offers hands-on activities throughout the lessons.
How can energy transfer from place to place?

• Motivates students to think critically and construct explanations of how
and why.
The program is built around active learning. Students are asked to:

Grade 4 Online Student Edition

• Solve problems or explain phenomena.
• State claims, gather evidence, and provide explanations through
reasoning.

Evidence Notebooking to Strengthen
Writing Skills
California HMH Science Dimensions supports the use of
Evidence Notebooks.
• Helpful prompts throughout the lessons guide
students on when to use their notebooks.
• Encourages organization of student thoughts in
context of the phenomena being explored.
• Integrated writing allows students to reflect using
the science and engineering practices.
Grade 4 Print Student Edition
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Hands-On Investigation

Drive Student Learning with Hands-On Activities
•E
 xplore First activities provide students the opportunity
to engage in hands-on exploration from the start of
every lesson.
•H
 ands-On Activities are integrated into all of the
lessons. Built with teachers’ busy schedules
in mind, each activity uses easily sourced materials.
•M
 any activities, including the Hands-On Activities,
contribute to a student’s evidence gathering as they
explore the investigative phenomena from the beginning
of each lesson.
• S tudents actively “do science” as they make sense
of everyday phenomena. They think critically about
their observations, practice gathering evidence, and
defend their claims similar to how real scientists and
engineers do their work.

Grade 4 Print Student Edition

Grade 2 Print Student Edition

Cultivate Collaboration
Working as a team is an essential part of developing
21st-century skills. California HMH Science Dimensions
provides ample opportunities for students to:
• Participate in groups to complete activities.
• Partner with their peers to discuss their findings.
•C
 ollaborate as they practice the goals of literacy in
science (purposeful reading, writing, speaking, and
listening to strengthen science understanding).

Grade 4 Print Student Edition

California HMH Science Dimensions also provides opportunities to
make connections to the community. Found in the Teacher Guide,
these informal science learning activities provide local context to
extend and enhance unit concepts.

Save Prep Time with Equipment Kits
•E
 quipment Kits provide most of the consumable and nonconsumable materials you need to complete the hands-on
activities so you have all the materials you need at your fingertips.
• The Safety Kit provides the materials you need to address
classroom safety while performing the program activities.
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Today’s Students Will
Solve the Technology
Challenges of Tomorrow!
California Next Generation Science Standards* (CA NGSS) has
raised the engineering design process to the same level as
scientific inquiry. In California HMH Science Dimensions, science,
technology, engineering, and math are considered an integral
part of the curriculum. Lessons are designed for students to
explore science the same way real-life scientists do.

Look for this symbol to identify
integrated engineering opportunities

Integrate Engineering
In California HMH Science Dimensions, engineering and STEM
are carried throughout every unit and integrated into all science
disciplines, not just treated as an ancillary. This approach elevates
engineering design to the same level as scientific inquiry. Each
unit includes a Performance Task, offering students multiple
opportunities throughout the program to apply the engineering
design process by defining a problem and designing a solution.

Provide Extra Support for Students Who Need It

Grade 4 Print Student Edition
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The online Science and Engineering Practices Handbook
will help students achieve a higher level of understanding
as they build their experience applying the Science and
Engineering Practices of CA NGSS. Handbook includes:
• Asking questions
• Planning investigations
• Analyzing data
•C
 onstructing explanations
•T
 he nature of science and more

Engineering & STEM

Education Leaders You Can Trust
Consulting author, Dr. Cary Sneider, developed his skills in curriculum
development and teacher education throughout his teaching career and
nearly three decades at the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley.
He was a writing team leader for the Next Generation Science
Standards and has been instrumental in ensuring California
HMH Science Dimensions meets the high expectations of the
CA NGSS and provides an effective three-dimensional learning
experience for all students.

Dr. Cary Sneider

Marjorie Frank has authored and designed a generation of
instructional materials in all subject areas, including past HMH
Science programs. In addition, she has served on the adjunct faculty
of Hunter, Manhattan, and Brooklyn Colleges, teaching courses
in science methods, literacy, and writing. For California HMH
Science Dimensions, she has guided the development of our K–2
strands and our approach to making connections between CA NGSS
and Common Core ELA/literacy standards.

Marjorie Frank

Inspire Students to Consider STEM Careers
The Take it Further (Elaborate) section of each unit
features diverse People and Careers in Science &
Engineering. These features show students the realworld applications of what they’re learning and pique
their interest in science-based careers.

Grade 4 Print Student Edition

Build Literacy and Science Content Knowledge
• The program includes print and online access to Science and Engineering
Leveled Readers for Grades K–6. These colorful, fun, and interesting
Readers provide varying levels of readability for students. Each title is an
example of narrative or expository nonfiction about a high-interest topic
related to engineering, physical science, earth science, or life science.
• The Teacher Guide provides specific lesson plans and vocabulary and
comprehension worksheets to accompany each Leveled Reader. These
lesson plans are useful for small-group instruction, particularly with 		
struggling readers or students who need more focused reading instruction.

*Next Generation Science Standards and logo are registered trademarks of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners
that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of this product, and they do not endorse it.
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Let Students Show What They Know
CA NGSS science standards now include specific measurable learning outcomes. These Performance Expectations
guide test developers and teachers in understanding how to measure student learning. California HMH Science
Dimensions offers flexible assessment tools in a variety of formats to help you assess both formative and summative
student learning according to CA NGSS. The assessment tools that are part of California HMH Science Dimensions
bring together science content and practices checking the student’s ability to think critically and solve problems like
scientists and engineers.

Assess on All Dimensions
• F ormal assessment questions aligned to
multiple dimensions provide you with a
complete picture of student understanding.
•A
 unique 3D Evaluation Rubric helps
• Evaluate open-ended student responses.
• I dentify the underlying cause of student
misunderstanding.
• Target remediation where it’s most needed.

Address Scientific Practices with Authentic
Performance Assessments
• Performance-Based Assessments help you ensure that your students can perform
the science and engineering practices called for by CA NGSS. They also engage
students in the practices through investigations, experiments, and technologies,
guiding students toward making connections across Performance Expectations.
• While Performance-Based Assessments (PBA) can be done with commonly
available materials, PBA materials kits are available for your convenience.

Grade 4 Performance-Based Assessment
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Assessment

Reflect on Evidence Gathered
At the end of a lesson, the Lesson Check encourages
students to reflect on the evidence they gathered throughout
the lesson. They have another chance to respond to the
investigative phenomenon or central question of the lesson
with open-ended response questions.

Grade 2 Print Student Edition

Scaffold to Higher-Level Thinking Skills
Formal assessments build in complexity.
• Unit Pretests make sure students have the basic
knowledge they need for lessons.
• Lesson Quizzes provide a quick check that students
are getting the 3D concepts.
•U
 nit Tests check for understanding and challenge
students to apply what they’ve learned.
• Mid-Year and End-of-Year Benchmark Tests ensure
students are on track to achieve the Performance
Expectations.

Online Unit Test

Prepare for High-Stakes Tests
•T
 he assessments in California HMH Science

Dimensions are brand new and specifically
designed to prepare students for the types
of items that students will encounter on the
California Science Test (CAST).
•T
 echnology-enhanced assessment items similar

to the ones found on CAST (multi-select, drag
and drop, short response, etc.) prepare your
students for modern computer-based highstakes tests.
•R
 igorous Mid-Year and End-of-Year benchmarks

help you ensure that your students perform at a
high depth of knowledge.
Online
Assessment

• L eveled benchmark tests help make the

assessment accessible for all of your students.
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Engage with Meaningful Technology
California HMH Science Dimensions leverages the advantages of technology while prioritizing a student-centered
learning model. Students can view videos and animations, interact with instructional images and text, enter
responses, pursue their intellectual interests by choosing lesson paths, and enjoy simulation-based learning. All of
these features help you maintain an integrated three-dimensional approach to learning science.

Immersive Digital Curriculum
Online lessons are enriched above and beyond the print
lessons with educational videos, learning interactivities,
and places to save student work as typewritten
responses and technology-enhanced item
choices. Vocabulary is highlighted and clickable, with
point-of-use pop-up definitions.

Maximize Student Choice
The Take It Further feature at the end of each lesson maximizes
the opportunity for students to elaborate further on what they have
learned. By leveraging the power of technology, students can:
• Continue to deepen learning on topics of their choice.
• Build upon their existing knowledge by connecting new ideas.
• L earn more and create stronger, more personal links
to their learning.
The Take It Further feature provides students with additional
opportunities to write, develop models, connect to careers in science,
and engage in hands-on activities all to build deeper understanding
of science content.
Grade 4 Online Student Edition
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Digital Advantage

Deepen Understanding with
Open-Ended Simulations
Unique You Solve It! simulations provide
completely open-ended opportunities for
students to demonstrate their ability to problem
solve and perform at the level described by the CA
NGSS Performance Expectations. The program
encourages students to explore multiple answers
to a problem with relevant, real-world learning in
which they must investigate and learn to develop
explanations and defend their answers.

Grade 4 You Solve It!

Explore Immersive Virtual Worlds with
Google Expeditions
• As a Google® content partner, HMH has developed field
trips for Google Expeditions. Using a simple Google
Cardboard™ device and a smartphone, students are
swept away into 3D, 360-degree experiences in
fascinating locations, directly tied to science content!
• An HMH Teacher Guide provides ideas for
incorporating the Expeditions into your lessons, as well
as tips on how to guide and customize the experience.

Field Trips
powered by

• Experience these HMH Virtual Field Trips with
your students: California State Parks, Natural Bridge
Caverns, Saturn V Rocket at NASA, Orange Blossom
Cannonball Train, University of Central Florida Photonics
Lab, and more!

The Ultimate Online and Offline Program Experience
• Teachers can look forward to accessing California HMH Science
Dimensions on Ed: Your Friend in Learning®. Ed is a new online learning
system that combines the best of technology, HMH content, and
instruction to personalize the teaching and learning experience for
every teacher and student. Ed is designed to be a friend to learners
while supporting teachers and simplifying their instructional practice.
• Additionally, program content can be accessed offline. This allows
for maximum compatibility in 1:1 or in Bring Your Own Device
learning environments and with the wide variety of technology that
students have at home.
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Three-Dimensional
Learning
California HMH Science Dimensions expertly weaves
the Three Dimensions of Learning into each lesson in
order to meet the Performance Expectations (PEs).
This braided approach takes the burden off of you
while ensuring a quality 3D learning experience
for your students. California HMH Science Dimensions
also makes sure that students learn science that is
relevant to them.

3D Learning Objectives
Each lesson has unique interrelated 3D Learning
Objectives that can be found in the Teacher Edition.
The objective is generated from the SEPs, CCCs, and
DCIs associated with the Performance Expectations
correlated to the unit. These custom steppingstone objectives ensure that the lessons cover
100% of the CA NGSS material associated with the
Performance Expectations.

Enrich the Learning Experience
Additional Collaboration; Differentiate Instruction;
Formative Assessment; and Claims, Evidence, and
Reasoning suggestions provide a wealth of support
and resources. Integrated ELD support, Advanced/
Gifted, MTSS Tier2, as well as Connections to the
History of Science and Environmental Principals &
Concepts are also provided at point of use.

Grade 2 Teacher Edition
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3D Learning

Clearly Labeled
CA NGSS References
The CA NGSS labeling in the Teacher
Edition clearly identifies all the
PEs, SEPs, DCIs, and CCCs of CA
NGSS, including the math and ELA
connections. This helps educators
identify the standards that are
being covered in any given lesson.

Grade 4 Teacher Edition

California Connections
Students will stay engaged in science as they see connections to their own world.
California HMH Science Dimensions provides support for language and skill
development, as students communicate with each other about the experiences
that they share even though they might have different backgrounds.

Grade 4 Print Student Edition

Integrate Engineering
The TE provides abundant opportunities for
integrating engineering into the classroom.

Utilize the 5E Model
The Teacher Edition (online and
print) is organized around the
5E instructional model. This
helps provide a familiar format to
teachers while providing a solid
foundation upon which to build a
CA NGSS curriculum.

Incorporate English Language
Arts and Math Connections
Strong math and reading skills are
essential to ensuring STEM learning and
science literacy. California HMH Science
Dimensions offers California Common
Core Math and ELA connections
throughout the curriculum.

Grade 4 Teacher Edition
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Unmatched Professional Support
Helps You Transition with Ease
A CA NGSS curriculum requires a significantly different approach to teaching science, and although this new
approach may be challenging, its rewards are immense. HMH provides the support you need to make
the transition to a student-centered, CA NGSS style of teaching.

Understand Where Your Instruction Fits
• The California HMH Science Dimensions Trace Tool to the CA
NGSS helps you make sense of the standards, understand how
they connect and spiral from one grade to another, and identify
HMH resources to support your CA NGSS-based instruction.
• You can trace the standards by PEs, SEPs, CCCs, or DCIs.
When you click on a standard, you can view where in the
program that standard is covered.
• But the California Trace Tool is more powerful than a typical
correlation—it also shows you how each standard and each
dimension spirals throughout the entire K–12 sequence. See
at a glance what students should already know and the concepts
for which you are preparing them.

See CA NGSS in Action
Embedded professional development videos help teachers
prepare for this new approach to science education. Our
dynamic consulting authors guide teachers through the key
approaches that ensure CA NGSS success.
• Foundation videos help educators and parents better
understand CA NGSS, as well as the background that led
up to their development.
• Engineering videos help educators as they incorporate
the design process in your classrooms.
• Hands-On Activity videos for Grades K–2 model what
the hands-on activities within the curriculum should look
like when implemented.
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Professional
Learning Videos

Professional Learning

Professional Learning Support
Our comprehensive Professional Learning solutions for leaders and teachers are data- and evidencedriven, mapped to your goals, centered on your students, and delivered by master educators.
These tailored, flexible solutions available in person and online were designed with one goal in mind:
to help you more effectively prepare students for the new science standards.

Getting
Started

A Strong Foundation
The Getting Started with California HMH Science Dimensions Course provides you with an overview
of the program from both a teacher and student perspective and is offered in person or virtually.
A comprehensive Professional Learning Guide provides additional, on-demand support for a
successful implementation.

You’ll meet Rick who will be your host
for the online Getting Started with
California HMH Science Dimensions modules.

askHMH

CA NGSS
Courses

A Technical Services team helps you plan, implement, and optimize your technology with ease.
AskHMH™ provides on-demand access to program experts who you can ask pedagogical questions.

Build Capacity, Ensure Success with In-Classroom Support
The International Center for Leadership in Education® is here to support you in making the
shift to next generation science standards with the following courses:
•A
 n Overview of the CA Next Generation Science Standards
• S cientific Thinking and Inquiry
•E
 ffective Science Experiences
• S cience Literacy

Coaching

HMH® coaching provides the shoulder-to-shoulder support you need to ensure continuous
improvement over time.
Team, Individual, or Virtual Coaching options help you plan your lessons and model how
to incorporate instructional strategies that help students:
•A
 sk questions, investigate, and test ideas
•B
 uild computational fluency and automaticity
• T hink like scientists

Learn more at hmhco.com/professionalservices
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Program Components
Student Resources
Student Edition

Print

Online

•

•

Student Edition, Interactive Online Edition

•

Science and Engineering Leveled Readers

•

•

ScienceSaurus®

•

•

Math Handbook

•

English Language Arts Handbook

•

Science and Engineering Practices Handbook

•

Crosscutting Concepts Handbook

•

Designated ELD: Student Workbook

•

•

Multilingual Science Glossary

•

•

You Solve it!

With its cohesive, spiraled approach to
meeting the new standards, California
HMH Science Dimensions provides a
consistent and engaging experience
from kindergarten through high school.
California HMH Science Dimensions for
Grades K–8 is available as a softcover,
consumable write-in worktext for each
grade. California HMH Science Dimensions
for high school includes The Living Earth,
Chemistry in the Earth System, and
Physics in the Universe.

•

Teacher Resources
Teacher Edition

Print

Online

•

•

Teacher Edition, Interactive Online Edition

•

Google Expeditions Teacher Guide

•

Assessment Guide (including Performance-Based Assessments)

•

Online Assessment

•
•

Designated ELD in Your Science Classroom Teacher
Edition

•

•

Professional Learning Videos

•

Home Letter (multilingual)

•

CA NGSS Trace Tool

•

Science and Engineering Leveled Readers Teacher
Guides

•

•

Two Ways to Learn More about
This Groundbreaking New Program:
Visit hmhco.com/CAScience
Contact your HMH Account Executive:
hmhco.force.com/replocator
Connect with us:
#CAScience

Google and Google Cardboard are trademarks or registered trademarks of Google, Inc. ScienceSaurus®, AskHMH™, HMH Science Dimensions®,
Ed Your Friend in Learning®, International Center for Leadership in Education®, HMH Player®, HMH®, and Houghton Mifflin Harcourt® are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. © Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. 07/18 WF560732
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